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Abstract: General circulation model (GCM) global surface air temperature projections are accurately simulated using the equation, ΔT = fcd×33K×[(F0+ΣiΔFi)/F0]+b, indicating projections are just linear extrapolations 
of GHG forcing. Linear uncertainty propagates as the r.s.s.e. CMIP5 models average ±12% theory-bias error in total cloud fraction (TCF), equating to ±4 Wm-2 long wave cloud forcing uncertainty in the energy state of 
the projected atmosphere. Propagated TCF uncertainty is always much larger than the projected global air temperature anomaly, reaching ±15 C in a 100-year projection. CMIP5 projections thus have no predictive value. 

Introduction 
Propagation of error, a standard measure of 
predictive reliability, is applied to CMIP5 GCM 
global air temperature projections. A valid lower 
limit of physical accuracy is presented.  

1. The Fractional wve Greenhouse Effect of CO2 

Panel a. (Mean free path ÷ tropospheric height) for a 15µ photon at 
varying [CO₂].  Inset: (○),  the CO₂ 15µ band, and; (▬), Gaussian fit. 
Panel b. greenhouse air temperature with varying [CO₂] wve forcing 
under clear or cloud covered sky. [1]  Lines: fit of T(K) = a×ln[CO₂] 
+c,  (a, c, R² (clear; cloudy): 4.13, 283.71, 0.94, and; 3.35, 269.33, 
0.94 ). Absorption mean free path is defined by 
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Panel a: when [CO2]atm< 1 ppm, the average 15µ 
photon escapes the troposphere without absorption. 
Climatologically significant water vapor enhanced 
(wve) green house (GH) warming begins only when 
[CO2] > 1 ppm. Absorbance of 15µ photons becomes 
log-linear at 1 ppm < [CO2] < 2 ppm. [2] 

Global cloud fraction=0.67 [3]; the modeled fraction 
of GH air temperature due to water vapor forcing 
alone is: fwv = [(284 K×0.33)+(269 K×0.67)-255 K]
÷33 K = 0.58 (255 K is Tradiative; 33 K is net 
unperturbed GH Tsurface. The modeled GH fraction 
due to CO2 is fcd = 1-fwv = 0.42.  

2. The Structure of GCM Air Temperature Projections 
GCM air temperature projections can be modeled as: 

ΔT =0.42×33K×[(F0+ΣiΔFi)/F0]   (1)  
where F0 is the total GHG forcing of projection year zero, 
and ΔFi is the increment of GHG forcing in the ith year. 

Air temperature anomaly projections: Panel a. 1% annual increase in 
atmospheric CO₂ [4]; (▬), eq. 1. Panel b.  SRES A2 scenario; (▬), eq. 1. 

Eq. 1 produces completely credible air temperature trends. 

Generalized eq. 2: ΔT = f’cd×33K×[(F0+ΣiΔFi)/F0]+b, 
reproduced all 54 realizations of the SRES A2, A1B, and 
B1 projection scenarios in the IPCC 4AR, made using 21 
CMIP3 GCMs;  f’cd and b are GCM-dependent. 

GCM global air temperature projections are just linear extrapolations of GHG forcing. 
Therefore GCM forcing errors propagate linearly into global air temperature projections. 

3. CMIP5 Global Cloud Fraction Error 

(TCF)GCM– (TCF)sat.  

Error in total cloud fraction (TCF) for 12 CMIP5 
GCMs. (TCF)sat. = averaged MODIS and ISCCP2. 

Lag-1 R≥0.95 indicates spatially non-random CMIP5 TCF error.  
Of the 66 pair-wise error correlations 12 show R≥0.9 and 46 

0.9>R≥0.5, indicating CMIP5 TCF error is due to theory-bias. 
Theory-bias error does not average away. 

Panel b: modeled wve CO2 forcing (constant relative 
humidity) [1] extrapolated to 1 ppm yields 
equilibrium air temperatures for wv-only forcing, 
under clear or cloud covered skies, of 284 K or 269 K. 

Average CMIP5 TCF error  produces ±4 W/m² uncertainty in long 
wave cloud forcing (LCF). [5] LCF, like  wve  CO₂ forcing, contributes 

to and is part of the thermal energy flux of the atmosphere. 

CMIP5 LCF error means that the thermal state of the atmosphere cannot be modeled to better 
accuracy than ±4W/m²; ±110× larger the average 0.036 W/m² annual increase in GHG forcing. 

4. The Reliability of Global Air Temperature Projections 
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Serial propagation of physical error through n steps of an air temperature projection 
yields the uncertainty variance in the final state as: 

Uncertainty increases step-wise because theory-bias LCF error means climate response is unknown by ±4W/
m² in each and every projection step. The Figure below provides a typical propagation of CMIP5 LCF error. 

The Reliability of Air Temperature Projections: the SRES scenarios 

Panel a: SRES scenarios with 1σ confidence limits as in IPCC 4AR SPM.5 and TS.32. 
Panel b: SRES scenarios with 1σ confidence limits from ±4W/m² CMIP5 LCF error. 

Conclusions 
1.  Climate models are unable to resolve the effect of anthropogenic GHGs. 
2.  Global air temperature projections presently have no predictive value. 
3.  Detection and attribution currently remain impossible. 
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The GH fractions below are relevant to GCMs, and are not 
represented as physically characteristic of climate. 

Panel b: 
Each scenario lays 

within the 1σ confidence 
limits of all the others.  

None is unique;  
None is predictive;  

None is reliable.   

Similar confidence limits 
will attend any CMIP5 

hindcast. 


